Developed by assessment experts. Aligned to the curriculum you use.

**WHY ALIGN INTERIM ASSESSMENTS TO CURRICULUM?**

- **Informed instructional decisions** can be made quickly with real-time data connecting teaching and learning.
- **Learning is reinforced** through passages and questions based on topics from the curriculum.
- **Students are engaged** and demonstrate what they've learned through technology enhanced and constructed response items.

CenterPoint's web-based, curriculum-aligned, K-8 interim assessments mirror the highly-rated, K-8 EL Education curriculum scope and sequence. These interim assessments complement the existing formative assessments embedded in the EL Education curriculum.

www.centerpointeducation.org
WHY USE EL EDUCATION-ALIGNED INTERIM ASSESSMENTS?

The interim assessments from CenterPoint provide teachers and administrators with reliable data on student progress towards meeting end-of-the-year expectations.

- Aligned to the EL Education scope and sequence
- Available for grades K-8
- Includes four tests for grades K-2
- Includes three tests for grades 3-8
- Includes four authentic passages in grades 3-8 and 16 questions per assessment
- Can be administered within a class period
- Uses technology enhanced items including text and speech for little learners as well as optional constructed response items

Available on the assessment platform of your choice!

CenterPoint Education Solutions is a non-profit organization based in Washington, DC dedicated to supporting schools as they build systems consisting of high-quality curriculum, aligned assessments, and expert professional learning.

Contact CenterPoint to learn more:
www.centerpointeducation.org
info@cpeducation.org